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Effect of Trataka on blood pressure of college level female students
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Abstract
Trataka is yogic visual concentration technique and also another method of meditation which involves alternately gazing at an
object or point without blinking eye’s, then closing the eyes and visualizing the object in the mind’s eye. The present study was
done to know the effect of Trataka on blood pressure changing following short term Trataka practice. Systolic & diastolic blood
pressure were assessed in five college level female students from Dept. of Physical Education, Vinaya-Bhavana, Visva-Bharati
University, Santiniketan, Bolpur, West Bengal, India, with ages ranging from 18 to 22 years. There was total 15 minutes Trataka
programmed given, before and after yogic visual concentration (Trataka) Systolic & diastolic blood pressure measured by BP test
(Sphygmomanometer) and ‘t’- ratio were performed to compare the changes of Systolic & diastolic blood pressure between pre
and post test. The results were compared and analyzed and it was observed that systolic blood pressure was reduced &
significantly differences (‘t’= 4.781) and diastolic blood pressure was reduced but no significance differences (‘t’= 0.323). The
practice of short term Trataka leads to significantly reduced systolic blood pressure and no significantly reduced diastolic blood
pressure.
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Introduction
The word Yoga is derived from the Sanskrit origin ‘Yuje’
which means to join. Maharishi Patanjali is known as father of
‘Modern Yoga’. He adviser of Ashtanga Yoga which are
divided into eight types i.e. Yoma, Niyama, Asanas,
Pranayam, Pratyahar, Dharna, Dhyan (meditation), Samadhi.
According to vyasji, “meaning of yoga is meditation”. It
means focusing the mind on one point, also good technique to
reduce stress and for a peaceful mind. Trataka is also another
method of meditation which involves alternately gazing at an
object or point without blinking eye’s, then closing the eyes
and visualizing the object in the mind’s eye. The flow of
thoughts in our brain is an on-going process. Due to this, 80
per cent of our energy is wasted and our central nerve system
loses its balance. But when we attain trataka sadhana,
gradually we start experiencing peace of mind, and thereafter
we start getting rid of unwanted thoughts. With this process
we start gaining more and more energy.
Blood pressure (BP) is the pressure of circulating blood on the
walls of blood vessels. When used without further
specification, "blood pressure" usually refers to the pressure in
large arteries of the systemic circulation. Blood pressure is
usually expressed in terms of the systolic (maximum during
one heart beat) pressure over diastolic (minimum in between
two heart beats) pressure and is measured in millimeters of
mercury (mmHg), above the surrounding atmospheric
pressure (considered to be zero for convenience). It is one of
the vital signs, along with respiratory rate, heart rate, oxygen
saturation, and body temperature. Normal resting blood
pressure in an adult is approximately 120 mmHg systolic, and

80 mmHg diastolic, abbreviated "120/80 mmHg".
The present study however was under taken to ascertain
whether short-term Trataka practice, after practice has any
effect on reducing the blood pressure level and its impact on
blood pressure of college level female students.
Objectives of the Study
To understand the role of Trataka in maintaining systolic and
diastolic blood pressure level of college level female students.
Materials & Methods
For the present study total 5 college levels female students
were randomly required from Dept. of Physical Education,
Vinaya-Bhavana, Visva-Bharati University, Santiniketan,
Bolpur, West Bengal, India. Their age ranges from 18-22
years. The study was conducted during the year 2016-2017
academic sessions in the institute laboratory. To test systolic
& diastolic blood pressure used Sphygmomanometer with the
help of experts. Before recording the parameters, the subject
was asked to relax physically and mentally for few minutes.
For the collection of data there was given pre and post test.
The selected subject underwent a short term Trataka training
effect and they carried out Trataka for 15 minutes at evening
sessions, under the instruction and supervision of the
supervisor and help of others experts.
Statistical Analysis
In all cases 0.05 level of confidence was utilized to test the
significance and to calculated the pre and post test collected
data were students ‘t’ test applied.
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Training protocol (Trataka)
Table 1
Sabasana
Trataka
Sabasana
Trataka
Sabasana
Trataka
Sabasana

2 minutes
3 minutes
1 minutes
3 minutes
1 minutes
3 minutes
2 minutes

Results
The statistical analysis of the data due to the effect of short
term Trataka training on systolic & diastolic blood pressure in

pre and post test of the subjects of Dept. of Physical
Education, Vinaya-Bhavana, Visva-Bharati University,
Santiniketan, Bolpur, West Bengal, India, was computed by
’t’ ratio which is presented in the Table-02 & Table-03.
Table 2: Significance of Difference Means and Standard Deviations
of Bp Test For Measuring Systolic Blood Pressure Between Pre And
Post Test of College Level Female Students
Systolic BP
Mean
Standard Deviation
Pre
113.4
5.272
Post
105.4
1.456
Tab‘t’.05 5=2.571
*significant at 0.05 level of confidence

‘t’ ratio
4.781*

Fig 1: Comparison of Means and Standard Deviations for Measuring Systolic Blood Pressure Between Pre Test and Post Test of College Level
Female Students.

From the above table-02 as well as figure-01 it clearly
indicates that the computed‘t’ value (4.781*) is greater than
tabulated ‘t’ value (2.571). The evidence is sufficient to
indicate a difference in mean on systolic blood pressure before

and after short time trataka. So we can conclude that 15
minutes trataka practice have significant effect on systolic
blood pressure of the college level female students of VinayaBhavana, Visva-Bharati University.

Table 3: Significance of Difference Means and Standard Deviations of Bp Test for Measuring Diastolic Blood Pressure Between Pre and Post
Test of College Level Female Students
Diastolic BP
Mean
Standard Deviation
Pre
67.8
6.723
Post
65.4
6.618
Tab‘t’.05 5=2.571
*significant at 0.05 level of confidence

‘t' ratio
0.323*

Fig 2: Comparison of Means and Standard Deviations for Measuring Diastolic Blood Pressure Between Pre Test and Post Test of College Level
Female Students.
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From the above table-03 as well as figure-02 it clearly
indicates that the computed ‘t’ value (0.323*) is less than
tabulated ‘t’ value (2.571).The evidence is sufficient to
indicate a difference in mean on diastolic blood pressure
before and after short time trataka. So we can conclude that 15
minutes trataka practice have no significant effect on diastolic
blood pressure of the college level female students of VinayaBhavana, Visva-Bharati University.
Discussion
From the finding, it was clearly indicated that there were
significance difference between pre and post result on systolic
blood pressure and no significant difference on diastolic blood
pressure of the college level female students of VinayaBhavana, Visva-Bharati University.
The mean values of systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood
pressure are significant reduction after 15 minutes trataka
practice. Reduction in blood pressure indicates a shift in the
balancing components of autonomic nervous system towards
the parasympathetic activity which was reported by Santha
Joseph et al. [6] and Anand BK et al. [7]. This modulation of
autonomic nervous system activity might have been brought
about through the conditioning effect of yoga on autonomic
functions and mediated through the limbic system and higher
areas of central nervous system were reported by Selvamurthy
et al. [8]. Regular practice of yoga increases the baroreflex
sensitivity and decreases the sympathetic tone; thereby
restoring blood pressure to normal level in patients of essential
hypertension was reported by Vijaya Lakshmi et al. [9].
Meditation by modifying the state of anxiety reduces stress –
induced sympathetic over activity thereby decreasing arterial
tone and peripheral resistance, and resulting in decreased
diastolic blood pressure. This ensures better peripheral
circulation was reported by Bhargava et al. [10] and blood flow
to the tissues reported by Gopal et al. [11].
The present study also revealed the significant response in
subjects on systolic blood pressure and no significant response
on diastolic blood pressure. This may suggest that trataka is
more effective in reducing the blood pressure.
Conclusions
On the basis of the finding it can thus be concluded that there
was significantly reduced systolic blood pressure and no
significantly reduced diastolic blood pressure between pre and
post result of 15 minutes trataka practiced of the college level
female students of Vinaya-Bhavana, Visva-Bharati University.
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